A method to determine both the camera location and scene structure from image straight segment correspondences is presented. The proposed method considers the nite segment length in order to use stronger constraints than do those that use the in nite line that supports the image segment. The constraints between image segments involve a weak pairing between image segment midpoints. This allows deviations of the midpoint only in the segment direction. Experimental results are presented of structure and motion computations from the image straight line segment-matching using two real images.
Introduction
Structure and motion computing from correspondent straight features is a classical problem in computer vision. Usually, the straight image segments are modelled as their underlying in nite supporting line. This model can be easily represented with the available mathematical representations for lines. Its main pitfall, compared with the use of points, is that the constraints for lines are less restrictive. A review of structure and motion problems using points and lines is presented by 1]. In this, the usage of points is shown to be more restrictive, always.
Most man-made environments can be represented with line segments. This makes it possible to enforce the previous knowledge of the straightness of the contours. Normally, relevant image segments correspond to relevant 3D scene features. It should be noted that the semantically relevant feature is not the in nite supporting line of the segment but the nite length segment. Despite this, only a few works ( 2, 3] ) have proposed models that include the nite length of the line segments in structure and motion computing. The consideration of the segment nite length has renewed interest in the usage of straight features in structure and motion problems. Taylor and Kriegman 3] proposed an optimization procedure for image segments. The goal function is the image residue between the image in nite supporting line and the reconstructed 3D segment supporting line. The segment nite length is considered because the residue between the supporting lines is only computed in the region of the supporting line where the image segment is detected. They propose an algorithm to compute the structure and motion from straight segment correspondences in a sequence with no previous knowledge of camera location. The evaluation of the residues only in the detected image segments improves the solution but does not constrain the motion along the in nite supporting line. Consequently, at least three images are needed to compute the solution. Zhang 2] proposed, for the rst time, an algorithm to compute structure and motion from two images using only straight segment matching as the input. He proposed to maximize the overlap in the image between the image segments and the corresponding reconstruction by using epipolar geometry, and as a result, reconstruction computation was not required. Mathematically, the problem was reduced to a non-linear optimization problem. To compute the initial guess for non-linear optimization, he proposed to sample the solution space and use a few high overlapping solutions as starting points for further optimization.
The work presented in this paper is closely related to that of Zhang. Experimental results are presented of structure and motion computation using straight segment correspondences and two images. The solution is also presented as an optimization problem and the initial guess is also computed by sampling the parameter space. This paper di ers in the image optimization by considering the image segment midpoints as correspondent. However, this constraint is considered only weakly and deviations are allowed for along the image segment direction. It is well known that image segment midpoints are not correspondent due to the unreliable extraction of the segment extreme point s , a s w ell as, the segment midpoint not being invariant under perspective projection. However, the detected direction for the image segment is reliable. The proposed weak pairing between image segment midpoints uniquely combines the line and point properties of the image segments. A reconstruction and reprojection scheme is proposed, which considers any numberof images greater than or equal to two. Section 2 presents the probabilistic model used to represent the imprecise location of the geometrical entities. Section 3 presents the equation that relates the image segment location, the camera location and the 3D segment location. In section 4 the solution of the structure and motion problem from straight correspondences is posed as a non-linear optimization. Section 5 presents the method in which initial guesses for the non-linear optimization with two images are computed. Experimental results with a pair of real images are pre-sented in section 6. Finally section 7 i s d e v oted to conclusions.
Modelling Geometric Information
A probabilistic model, named SPmodel 4] , has been selected to represent the imprecise geometrical information. This is a general model for multi-sensor fusion mainly with the following qualities: homogeneous representation for every feature irrespective of the numberof degrees of fredom (d.o.f for short in the rest of the paper), and a local representation for the error around the feature location estimate. The error is not represented additively, but as a transformation composition. These qualities for multi-sensor fusion are also recognized as important for computer vision in 5].
Moreover, a modi cation has been introduced in the original SPmodel that combines umprecise relations with deterministic relations. Sensorial information is imprecise due to measurement errors. However, some relations are known with a probability of one, e.g. a projection ray i s k n o wn to pass through the optical centre of the camera.
The SPmodel is a probabilistic model that associates a reference G to locate each geometric element G . The reference location is given by the transformation t W G relative to a world reference W. To represent this transformation, a location vector x W G , composed of three Cartesian coordinates and three Roll-Pitch-Yaw angles, is used:
The estimation of the location of an element is denoted byx W G , and the estimation error is represented locally by a di erential location vector d G relative to the reference attached to the element. Thus, the true location of the element is:
where represents the composition of location vectors (the inversion is represented by ). Note that the error is composed with the location estimate, instead of being added. The di erential location error d G is a normally distributed random vector with a dimension of six. Some components of d G are set to zero in the following two cases:
symmetries .-Symmetries are the set of transformations that preserve the S, which locates a 3D segment ( Fig. 1 (a) ). Rotations around the X direction yield references that represent the same 3D segment. Theoretically those components could have any value, but a zero value is used. deterministic components .-There are components of x W G known to have a probability of one. Among all the equivalent references for the element, the one with a null deterministic component is selected. The corresponding component is then forced to be zero. For example ( Fig. 1 (b) ) the reference, R, associated with a projection ray R c a n b e a t t a c hed to the optical centre, expressing its location with respect to the frame of the optical centre C, x C R (and hence d G ) a l w ays has null X, Y , and Z components. To represent null components mathematically, d G is expressed as:
where p G , the perturbation vector, i s a v ector containing only non-null components of d G . B G , t h e self-binding matrix, i s a r o w selection matrix that selects the non-null components of d G .
Based on these ideas, the information about the location of geometric element G is represented by a quadruple, the element imprecise location:
Thus, the random vector de ning the element location is expressed as:
where p G is a normal random vector, with a mean ofp G and a covariance matrix C G . Whenp G = 0 , the estimation is regarded as centred.
There are geometrical elements whose location is used as input data for the problem, e.g. the image segments. The 3D segments and the cameras location are the output of the algorithm and are computed from the input data. The 3D segment is the geometrical element used to represent the scene structure. Moreover, we de ne an intermediate geometrical element, the 2D segment, t o de ne the constraint that relates an image segment to a 3D segment and the camera location. The 2D segment consists of the projection ray for the image segment midpoint, and the projection plane for the image segment supporting line. Next, the model of these four elements is presented in detail.
Camera imprecise location
We use the letter C to designate the camera reference, and model the camera as normalized, i.e. f = 1 . T h e associated reference origin is joined to the optical centre of the camera. The z axis is parallel to the optical axis, and pointing towards the scene. The x axis points to the right. The y axis is de ned to be a direct reference (see Fig. 1(b) ). Camera location has neither symmetry nor deterministic components in its di erential location vector, so has no null components (its self-binding matrix is the identity):
B C = I Camera location estimatex W C is obtained from the structure and motion algorithm. 
Image segment imprecise location
We use the letter P to designate references attached to image segments. The associated reference ( Fig. 2 ) is attached to the image segment midpoint. Its y axis is normal to the supporting line and pointing to the \light" side of the segment. Consequently, it codes the grey level gradient of the segment. Its z axis is parallel to the camera z axis. The x axis is de ned to be a direct reference.
As an image segment b e l o n g s t o t h e image plane, its z, , and components are deterministic. Therefore, its self-binding matrix is: The image segment location centred estimate is de ned for the extreme points coordinates in the normalized image, with respect to the camera location, as (see Fig. 2 ):x
C P = atan2 (y e ; y s x e ; x s ) x C P = xs+xe
The covariance assignment for an image segment is one of the central issues of this work. The covariance in the and y components is taken from the in nite supporting line. The standard deviation of the x component is de ned to be proportional to the segment length. According to the proportionality constant , the allowed deviations of the midpoint along the segment supporting line can be xed. This covariance assignment mimics that proposed by 6], where it is used for 3D segments. In this paper, we use it for image segments. The same covariance assignment is also used by 7] for structure from camera location.
The quantitative expression for the covariance matrix is given by:
where C 0 P is the covariance for the image segment in pixels N is the Jacobian matrix for the transformation that converts image segment in pixels to the image segment in the normalized camera. We have chosen the above expression in order to deal with the pixel aspect ratio. Appendix B gives a detailed expression for N as a function of the image segment location estimate (3), and the intrinsic camera parameters.
The form for C 0 P is:
x is set proportional to the image segment length, n (in pixels).
The experimental values for have beentuned to give > 1.
2 y and 2 are computed from the covariances of the image segment extreme points. Due to systematic errors, there is some correlation between the noise from the extreme points location. This e ect is dealt with by splitting the extreme points covariance into two terms: 2 cc completely correlated covariance ( 0;2px.), and 2 nc non-correlated covariance (0:25;1px.). In 8] both the expression and tuning are given (6) Figure 3 shows a comparison between the 95% acceptance regions for the origin of the reference that locates the image segment according to two di erent assignments.
It should be noted that the segment length is not considered as a geometrical parameter, but is used to de ne the element covariance. The segment is only located by its midpoint and its orientation. Intuitively, the image segment h a s been modelled as \a point with an orientation," and its standard deviation along the segment supporting line is set proportional to its length. 
2D segment
We use D to designate references attached to 2D segments. This geometrical element i s used as an intermediate element t o de ne the relation between an image segment and a 3D segment (Fig. 4) . A 2D segment is composed of the projection elements of the corresponding image segment: the projection ray for the image segment midpoint, and the projection plane for the innite supporting line. Its covariance is derived directly from that of the image segment.
The associated reference is attached to the optical centre of the camera, which belongs to every projection element. Its ;y axis points towards the image segment midpoint. The z axis is normal to the supporting line projection plane. The x axis forms a direct reference. The z direction is de ned to code the image segment grey level gradient. Since it is attached to the optical centre, the general location vector of a 2D segment, with respect to the camera frame, is: 
where C P has been presented in (4) . A detailed expression for the K DP matrix as a function of the image segment location vector is given in Appendix C.
3D segment
The references associated with 3D segments are designated by S. The reference is attached ( Fig. 1 (a) and Fig. 4 ) to a segment point, which approximately corresponds to the segment midpoint. The reference x axis is aligned with the segment direction. In this work, the 3D segment location estimate is computed from the integration of several 2D segments corresponding to di erent points of view. This integration also gives the 5 5 c o variance matrix C S .
The only symmetry for this element is the rotation around its direction. There-fore, its self-binding matrix is: This section is devoted to formalizing the pairing constraint b e t ween an image segment ( P) and a 3D segment ( S) (see Fig. 4 ). The camera detects the image segment (P ). However, the proposed pairing constraint uses the 2D segment (D) and not the image segment (P ). As mentioned in Section 2.3, the 2D segment imprecise location, is derived directly from that of the image segment.
The SPmodel method is used to de ne pairing constraints, which are de ned in terms of the location vector x DS of the 3D segment with respect to the 2D segment. Let x DS = ( x DS y DS z DS DS DS DS ) T The pairing constraint i s an implicit equation that indicates which x DS components should be zero these null components are as follows. z DS . Otherwise, the 3D segment would not belong to the projection plane. DS , rotation around y axis. This should be zero, otherwise the 3D segment would not beinthe projection plane. x DS . Otherwise, the 3D segment midpoint would not belong to the image segment midpoint projection ray. Theoretically, the segment midpoint is not invariant under perspective projection. However, we consider it as invariant, but it is shown later that this constraint is considered to have a low weighting. Consequently, Fig. 4 the projection ray for the image segment midpoint d o e s not contain the origin of S reference.
In summary, t h e nullity o f z DS and DS takes into account the collinearity i n the image between the image segment and the 3D segment. The nullity o f x DS implies that the image of the 3D segment midpoint is the midpoint of the image segment This is equivalent to considering that the image segment midpoints are correspondent. Due to the assignment for image segment c o variance along the segment direction, the midpoint matching normally has lower weighting than the collinearity. T h e low weighting for this constraint is justi ed by the unreliable segment extreme points extraction, and by the approximation that the midpoint is invariant under perspective projection. Experimental results con rm the validity of this assignment. (8) equation (7) establishes a relationship between the 3D segment location, the camera location and the image of the segment. The image segment is represented by the 2D segment ( D). This equation is used to determine the structure and motion from the correspondences.
From equations (8) and (2), equation (7) can beexpressed as:
Consequently, we have an implicit function that relates three perturbation vectors, p D , p C , and p S corresponding to the 2D segment, the camera, and the 3D segment respectively, i.e. the normal random vectors involved in the problem.
Structure and Motion as a Weighted Minimization Problem
The structure and motion problem with m segments in n images can be stated as the solution to the non-linear system: i is the measurement equation ( 7) between the 2D segment detected by camera k corresponding to the 3D segment i. Due to approximate midpoint matching and noise, the previous system is over-constrained. A minimization is proposed in order to solve it. The goal function is the summation of all the weighted residues in which the weighting matrix is the inverse of the measurement noise covariance: where fg expresses a set of elements.
The previously stated problem optimizes both the structure and motion parameters. As a result, it needs to optimize 5+6 (n ; 2 ) + 5 m parameters. These are: ve parameters for the second camera location (x C 1 C 2 ), six for each o f t h e remaining cameras fx C 1 C k g k = 3 : : : n , and ve for each scene 3D segment fx C 1 S i g i = 1 : : : m . The result, however, can be computed by optimizing only the motion parameters as proposed in 9], in which a constraint between the structure and motion was used. The evaluation of the total residue is presented next only as a function of the motion. Give n a v alue for the motion parameters fx C 1 C k g, the structure fx C 1 S i g is computed using a structure from the camera location algorithm. The weighted residue is computed from the given motion and the computed structure (10) . A diagram of the structure from the camera location algorithm is given in section 4.1. For normal and uncorrelated noise, the total residual (10) would follow a 2 distribution with 3mn ; 5m ; 6 ( n ; 2) ; 5 d.o.f.
The rest of this section is devoted to de ning the terms involved in (10).
The R (k)
i matrix is computed from the linearization of equation (9):
where: As previously mentioned, a structure from the camera location computation is proposed in order to evaluate the residue function (10).
The scene structure from the camera location and the correspondences are computed using LMSE solution for each 3D structure segment. It is computed from a linearized version of equation (9) 
The estimated value is p S i , w h i c h is the correction for the 3D segment location. The camera and 2D segment location noise, p C k and p D (k) i , play the role of measurement noise. Consequently, they are grouped in a measurement noise vector v. The rest of the terms in (11) are:
is computed as shown in Sec.2.3, and C C k is tuned experimentally. Detailed expressions for the previous equations, as functions of the location estimates for the camera, 2D segment, and 3D segment, are available in Appendix D.
Initial Seed for the Two Images Problem
The main disadvantage of the non-linear optimization methods is that they need a good initial guess in order to converge to the absolute minimum of the goal function. This paper focuses on the two images problem. In order to nd the minimum of equation (10), we compute the initial seed sampling the parameter space as proposed by Zhang in 2]. The whole minimization method can besummarized as follows. (10) with a classical optimization method (in our case Levenberg-Marquardt) using each of the kept samples as an initial guess. The minimum is then selected.
The rest of this section is devoted to the way in which the parameter space is sampled. Considering two images, the parameter to be optimized is the location of the second camera with respect to the rst, i.e. x C 1 C 2 . Due to the translation scale factor, only the translation direction should be considered. Therefore, only ve optimization parameters are considered:
T , T , the two angles that de ne the translation direction. R , R , , the rst two angles de ne the rotation direction. de nes the rotation magnitude.
from T , T , R , R and the value for x C 1 C 2 is straightforward. The rest of the section is devoted to the T , T , R , R and sampling. Irrespective of whether the direction sampling and angles are for rotation or translation, direction sampling is carried out using the directions de ned by the icosahedron faces. The centres of the faces produce 20 directions. Each triangular face can be subdivided n times, as shown in gure 5, producing 20 4 n directions.
The sampling can becarried out easily by uniformly sampling the rotation interval ;a a]. We consider the ;15 deg 15 deg] interval and a sampling rate of 2 deg.
As Zhang proposed 2], only half of the sampled translation directions should betested, since changing the translation sign leads to the solution changing the structure sign, which is geometrically equivalent. As a result, it is su cient to try half of the translation samples and then test if the computed scene is behindor in front of the cameras. If it is behind, it has no physical meaning, and the real solution is achieved by changing the translation and scene sign.
Experimental Results
This section is devoted to showing the performance of the proposed pairing constraint to recover the structure and motion from two real images. We f o c u s on the ability to obtain a solution as a function of the value (see eq. 5). It is shown that weak pairing between the midpoints, i.e > 0:1 performed well, whereas strong midpoint pairing ( < 0:01) performed badly. This con rms that tight pairing between the midpoints is not correct, as stated by several authors 2,3]. However, if deviations of the midpoints matching were allowed along the image segments directions, the correct result could beachieved. Figure 6 shows the two images (512 500 8 B&W) that were used as the input. The corresponding image segments are labelled with the same numbers. These images came from a trinocular rig, and, as a result, it was possible to use the camera calibration as a ground true solution for the computed motion. Camera calibrations were computed using the Tsai method 10]. The camera focal length was 6mm., and the lens radial distortion was compensated for the extracted image segment location. Image segments were detected with the Burns algorithm 11]. Segments shorter than 15 pixels or those with a grey level gradient smaller than 20 grey levels per pixel, were removed. The matches were computed by a stereo program 7] spurious matches were removed manually. A total of 111 matches were retained after removing three spurious ones.
The tuning parameters for the initial seed algorithm were: range for the rotation angles ;15 deg. 15 deg.], and rotation sampling step 2 deg.. Both initial orientation and translation directions were computed from the icosahedron faces with subdivision (n = 1). As a result. 48000 initial samples were used. Table 1 Computed camera location compared with the ground true solution.x C1C2 is the camera 2 location wrt. the camera 1 (translation normalized to unitary vector, angles in deg.). Error wrt. ground true is the location vector: x ground
C1C2
x estimated C1C2
The number of retained seeds was 30. The parameters for the covariances used in the optimization were: cc = 2 pixels and nc = 1 pixel used to tune the image segment location noise (6) . Figure 7 shows the optimization residue, the orientation error and translation error with respect to the value. A logarithmic scale is used for and the residue. The translation error is the angle (deg.) between the ground true and the computed translation. The orientation error is the angle (deg.), around some axis, required to align the ground true and computed camera frame. Table 1 shows a summary of various values.
Focusing on gure 7 it can beseen that there are two regions: weak midpoint pairing ( > 0:1), and strong midpoint pairing ( < 0:1). In the weak pairing region, the translation and rotation errors were small and the reconstructions were good. Figures 8 and 9 show the reconstruction and its backprojection in the images for the weak pairing case. Note that in both cases reconstruction The residue after optimization was nearly constant in the strong pairing region. However, in the weak pairing region it was reduced as increased. With strong midpoint pairing, the results had no meaning because midpoints are not correspondent. The residue is dominated by the component orthogonal to the segment direction. With the weak pairing, however, deviations along the image segment were allowed. By increasing , it was found that the solution was approximately the same but the total residue was reduced because the weight of all the deviations was reduced by the same proportion. The reason that the solution could beobtained for any value k > 0:1 can beexplained as follows.
If only the in nite support lines (in nite ) were used to solve the problem, every camera location would be possible and the residue would always be zero. Considering midpoint m a t c hing, we h a ve found that the residue mainly came from the deviations of the midpoints. Once the midpoint matching becomes weak, only deviations along the segment directions are allowed. Consequently, if the is increased, all the weighted residues decrease and the total residue decreases, but the solution remains approximately the same.
As stated in section 4, the residue after optimization should follow, for 111 image segments in two cameras, a 2 with 106 d.o.f.. Fixing a 95% con dence region, the 2 value is 131 (note that gure 7 plots residue on a logarithmic scale so that 131 is represented as 2:11). It is shown in gure 7 that the transition between the strong and weak pairing is related to the intersection of the residue with the 2 value.
Conclusions
The nite length of the straight segments produces constraints stronger than if they were considered as their in nite supporting line. In this paper, it has been proposed that the image segments midpoints should be considered as correspondent but giving a lower weight in the image segment direction. The experimental results showed that the proposed constraint can beused to recover the structure and the camera motion from straight segment correspondences using only two images. This showed that the constraint is stronger than if only in nite lines were used. This result, together with 2] and 3], con rms the importance of considering the nite length of the segments.
The proposed image segment model and the weak midpoint correspondence has also been used to compute correspondent image segments and the structure when the camera location is known 7]. Consequently, the proposed model uniquely combines both the \point" and \line" properties of the straight segments. This model can be applied to sequences of images.
Appendixes

A Transformations
The locations for the references are expressed as transformations. There are two mathematical representations for the transformation t W G : a six component location vector x W G , and an homogeneous matrix H W G :
Location vector form is well suited for theoretical discussion and for covariance assignment. However, the mathematical operations such as composition, inversion or derivation is better expressed using the homogeneous matrix. The conversion between them is given by:
where C and S stands for cos () and sin () respectively. n 0 x = cos^ C P + y 2 C P cos^ C P ;x C PŷC P sin^ C P (C.1) n 0 y = sin^ C P + x 2 C P sin^ C P ;x C PŷC P cos^ C P n 0 z = y C P sin^ C P + x C P cos^ C P o z = ;1 q 1 + x 2 C P + y 2 C P a z =x C P sin^ C P ;ŷ C P cos^ C P r 1 + x C P sin^ C P ;ŷ C P cos^ C P C P + ( y 4 C P + y 2 C P ) cos 2^ C P + + ( x 4 C P + x 2 C P ) s i n 2^ C P ; ( x 3 C Pŷ C P + y 3 C Px C P + x C PŷC P ) 2 sin^ C P cos^ C P The values ofx C P ,ŷ C P , and^ C P are taken form the image segment location with respect to the camera frame (3).
D Measurement Equation
The detailed expression for the matrices and vectors used in the linearizations are: 
